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Touch, feel, and hear the trucks on every page of this sturdy board book. Engaging photographs

and appealing textures encourage young readers to explore the exciting world of trucks.
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My little ones absolutely love this book. I would have given it 5 stars but it's a little difficult for smaller

children to press the right spot to make the sounds work. Hopefully that will be fixed in the future.

My daughter LOVES all of the "My First Touch and Feel Sound Books," and Noisy Trucks is no

exception! She has become obsessed with trucks lately, so this book is great for her. The amount of

text is perfect (not too little, not too much), the content is appropriately informative, and the pictures

are engaging. A little word of caution though... the noise buttons are a little hard to push, especially

for my 19 month old daughter. However, I kind of like that she has to work a little but harder to hear

the noise...it gets her brain thinking. Overall, we love these books!

This is our second time buying this book. We had bought it for our son before he was born. He loved

it as he grew up but he wasn't nice to it. It endured a lot of abuse and broke. He still wanted to read

it and play with it every night. It is a great purchase and would buy it a 3rd time if I had to. The truck



sounds are very real!

We love all our noisy books! And noisy truck is a favorite of our sons. If you are looking for great

books buy this! It's a book I'll be purchasing later for gifts as well.

My 6 month old grandson loves this book. It has good pictures and the sounds are fun. My only

complaint is the area to press is big compared to the precise noise button and my grandson has

problems finding the button sometimes. He knows that area makes the sound, but can't always hit

the spot. Some of them require a firmer pressure than his little finger can make so he will take my

finger and try to press it.

Our autistic 3 yr old loves these books we have several and it keeps him interested and entertained.

Great for a car ride. All the different textures are so clever and nice quality.

This was purchased for our pre-school class. The book was just as described and arrived very

quickly. Thank You!

Our son loves this book. It's a good size book with great pictures and so many noises! Good starter

book!
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